Calculating CTSW Takeoff and Landing Performance
By Andy Foster, CFI-S

Manufacturers generally provide takeoff and landing data in either tabular or graphical
form, allowing the pilot to calculate predicted takeoff and landing data for various
weather and runway conditions. Unfortunately for us, the Pilot’s Operating Handbook
and the CTSW Training Supplement provided by Flight Design provide little more than a
single reference to either takeoff or landing performance on a standard day and at gross
takeoff weight. This document is an attempt to provide the pilot with greater awareness
of how various factors affect takeoff and landing performance in the CTSW than can be
found in the FD references alone.

The Takeoff Calculations
The Flight Design Training Supplement for the CTSW provides the sole takeoff reference
statement on Page 10 underneath the heading of “Flight Characteristic of the CTSW”. It
lists the data as appropriate for the 912 ULS engine (which is the one we have) and the
Neuform TXR2-65 (which is not the one we have). We use a Neuform CR3-65 propeller,
which, like the TXR2-65, also has a 65-inch diameter, and is the one used most often on
the CTLS. These propellers are roughly equivalent in performance with the 3 bladed
delivering more smoothness and less noise. Therefore, even though the propellers are not
identical, the takeoff data is still appropriate to use.
The sole reference to takeoff distance says this: “Take-off range over 50 ft. (15m)
obstacle with MTOW=1320 lb., 912 ULS engine, and Neuform TXR2-65 propeller on an
asphalt runway, flaps at 15 degrees -- 762 ft. (232 m). Liftoff speed with 15 flaps—40
kts (74 km/h); best climb speed at 5100 RPM, at 0 degrees flaps, at that climb 885 FPM.”
The POH on page 27 also repeats the takeoff over an obstacle distance as 762 feet. What
about the ground roll? I found that on the Flight Design website under the CTSW
Performance section and it is listed as 300 feet.
So, what can we do with that information? There are, actually, a couple of options.
The first thing we can do is use this information to calculate the affects of density altitude
on takeoff distance by using a flight computer called the Denalt computer. This computer
is specifically made to calculate density altitude effects on takeoff performance. They
used to be published by the FAA’s Flight Standards Office but now seem to be only made
by Aero Products and can be found at Amazon.com. To use a Denalt, you plug in your
pressure altitude and outside air temperature (in Fahrenheit) to determine a “takeoff
factor” (how much to multiply your normal takeoff roll by) and the change in rate of
climb due to density altitude effects. For instance, assuming 29.92 on the altimeter and
for an outside air temp of 90 deg F, the computer shows a 1.3 takeoff factor. This would
mean my takeoff roll can be expected to be 300 x 1.3=390 feet and my distance over a 50
foot obstacle would increase to 762 x 1.3=990 feet. My rate of climb can be expected to

be .87 of that on a standard day, so it would drop to 885 x .87 = 770 fpm. (That said,
these are book values meaning they are from a new aircraft utilizing a test pilot under test
conditions. I’d treat them as “best case” and realize that if they are indicating you are
pushing some limit, it would be better not to takeoff.)
What if you don’t have a Denalt computer handy? Well, you can also calculate the
density altitude impact using a Koch chart (FAA-P-8740-2). See this one below.

As you can see, to use this chart you need to know the pressure altitude and outside air
temperature in Fahrenheit, just like you do for the Denalt computer. Connecting those
two values with a line will cross a bar where you can read the increase in takeoff distance

to clear a 50 foot obstacle and, on the other side of the bar, the DECREASE in percent of
the rate of climb. (This means that the remaining rate of climb would be calculated using
by multiplying the Sea Level Rate of Climb by 100 minus the Koch chart number.)
For instance, using the same numbers we did for the Denalt computer calculation
(OAT=90 deg F, PA=0 feet), the Koch chart shows a 25% increase in takeoff distance
and a 20% decrease in rate of climb. That means the takeoff distance over a 50-foot
obstacle becomes 762 x 1.25 = 953 feet. (The Denalt computer gave us 990 feet.) the rate
of climb by the Koch chart is said to be 885 x .80 = 708 fpm. (The Denalt computer gave
us 770 fpm.) So, while the answers were not identical, both gave us answers in the same
ballpark and good enough to be used an estimate of the kind of performance hits we’d
take launching in these conditions.
What about the effects of other things on takeoff performance? How about the effects of
wind?
Since we don’t specifically have any data on wind effects from the manufacturer for this
airplane, we’re going to use a standardized means of calculating the effects of wind on
takeoff performance. This one comes from the book, “Aerodynamics for Naval Aviators”
(and can also be found in the FAA’s “Airplane Flying Handbook” as well, but I suspect it
came from the former). It turns out that the impact of wind on landing and takeoff
performance is the same and can be expressed in the formula: S2/S1=[1-Vw/V1]2 where
S2 is the takeoff or landing distance considering the wind, S1 is the takeoff or landing
distance in zero wind, Vw is the headwind velocity, and V1 is the takeoff or landing
velocity with zero wind. But before you panic thinking you’re going to have dust off
your algebra, I’m going to make this a bit easier for you by giving you this equation in
chart form. It won’t make your calculations completely go away, but it will make them a
lot easier.
(See the next page.)

As you can see, the above chart uses a ratio of the headwind or tailwind to takeoff or
landing velocity. For the CTSW, assume a takeoff speed of 42 knots (15 deg flaps) and a
landing speed of 54 knots. For takeoff, this chart can then account for a maximum
headwind or tailwind of up to approximately 13 knots. The distance decrease amounts to
about fifty percent for a thirty percent headwind (13 knots) but a thirty percent tailwind
(13 knots) will increase or takeoff or landing distance by seventy percent.

For anything more than a thirty percent wind, you can use the formula to figure out what
the numbers are.
So, we’ve taken a look at the effect of wind, what about the effects of runway condition?
How does grass, snow, or slope affect the takeoff roll?
While there are formulas to calculate these impacts, we’re going to use data from the
manufacturer for these calculations. While the two airplanes are not identical, the data we
are going to use is for the CTLS. The CTLS has a lower climb rate than the CTSW and
should make using the takeoff rate data conservative.
Runway Condition

Increase in takeoff roll

Increase in takeoff
distance
High grass 8 inches
App 20% (=x 1.2)
App 17% (=x 1.17)
Flaps 0 deg vice 15
App 10% (= x 1.1)
App 20% (=x 1.20)
2% inclination
App 10% (=x 1.1)
App 10% (=x 1.10)
4% inclination
App 14% (= x 1.14)
App 12% (= x 1.12)
Tailwind 5 kts
App 20% (= x 1.20)
App 25% (= x 1.25)
Wet snow
App 30% (= x 1.30)
N/A
Soaked soil (1.2 in deep)
App 16% (= x 1.16)
N/A
These influences are additive to the others we have previously discussed. In other words,
the initial value you would use in these calculations would be the value calculated after
considering density altitude and winds.
As to climb performance calculations, the CTSW POH provides only minimal
information, as I have already said. The closest data set we have again is for the CTLS,
which I will list below. Again, the CTSW generally climbs slightly better than the CTLS,
so the data should be conservative. However, since it has not been officially blessed, use
it only as a guideline of what to expect.
Climb performance at flaps 0 degrees
Density alt (ft)
0
5000
10000
12000
15000

Aircraft – 1042 lbs
Rate of climb At CAS (kts)
(fpm)
1000
72
720
71
500
69
400
68
300
67

Climb performance at flaps 15 degrees

Aircraft – 1320 lbs
Rate of climb
At CAS (kts)
(fpm)
800
73
520
72
260
71
120
69
-

Density alt (ft)
0
5000
10000
12000
15000

Aircraft – 1042 lbs
Rate of climb
At CAS (kts)
(fpm)
900
64
680
64
440
62
380
62
260
61

Aircraft – 1320 lbs
Rate of climb
At CAS (kts)
(fpm)
740
67
460
66
280
64
100
62
-

Ok. So how do we weave all this together into one coherent takeoff calculation? The first
thing to note is that each piece of performance data (and each piece of the runway
condition) is additive to the others. In other words, if you are launching from a grass
field above sea level on a hot, windy day, the effects of density altitude (pressure and
temperature), winds, and the extra friction due to the grass add together to increase the
takeoff run. Let’s take a look at an example using an actual METAR for KLVJ.
KLVJ 151653Z AUTO 17009 10SM FEW022 OVC039 24/19 A3023 RMK AO2
SLP234 T02440189
First, I want to figure out the effects of density altitude. The altimeter setting is 30.23.
When I plug in 29.92 into my altimeter, it reads -266 feet. The outside air temperature is
24 degrees Celsius which is 75 degrees Fahrenheit. (The actual density altitude for these
numbers calculates out to be 1015 feet. I used a density altitude calculator on the web by
Richard Shelquist to come up with this number. It uses the dew point to figure in relative
humidity effects, something AWOS does not do. AWOS density altitudes will generally
be within 100 feet but are usually slightly lower than the actual value. They are, however,
“good enough for government work”.)
Now, if I use the Denalt computer, the first thing I have to down is round out my pressure
altitude (PA). It shows PA only in 2000 foot increments, so I’m going to round the PA
down to zero. Temperature is only presented in degrees F and the temp is right between
the two displayed values (70 and 80 degrees) that displays a Takeoff Factor of between
1.1 and 1.2. Since 75 is right in the middle, we’ll take a conservative approach and go to
1.2. Likewise, “Percent rate of Climb” displays between .95 and .90, but we’ll round
down to .90 to be conservative. So, takeoff distance will be 300 x 1.2 = 360 feet and
distance to a 50-foot obstacle will be 762 x 1.2 = 914 feet.
Ok, now let’s look at the effect of the grass. For short, hard packed grass, there is no
impact, but the grass hasn’t been cut for a while and it’s high, so we’ll use the factor for 8
inch grass of 1.2. Therefore, the takeoff run with density altitude and the friction from
the grass accounted for is 360 ft. x 1.2 = 432 feet and the distance to our 50 foot obstacle
will increase to 914 x 1.17 = 1069 feet.
Now, let’s include the effect of wind. Assume we are launching on the grass heading 140
at KLVJ. The winds are 170 at 9 kts. Using the wind slide on my E-6B, I calculate this
is an 8 knot headwind and about a 1.5 knot crosswind for the 14 heading. Using our wind
chart, assuming a liftoff speed of 42 knots, 8/42 is approximately 0.2. This amounts to a

36% decrease in takeoff distance. So, then the takeoff roll is 432 ft x (1-.36)=432 x .64 =
277 feet (rounded). Our distance to a 50-foot obstacle is 1069 x .64 = 684 feet. That’s
good news!
Now, I like working the runway conditions first and the winds last. What if I did it the
other way around (using takeoff roll as the example)?
(1) Winds: 300 x .64 = 192 feet
(2) Grass effect: 192 x 1.2 = 230 ft
(3) Density altitude effect: 230 x 1.2 =276 feet
So, that shows you can work it either way as long as you include all the effects and get
the same answer.
For climb performance, use your density altitude information to figure out your actual
rates of climb from the CTLS tables. Use a linear interpolation for density altitude
values in between the table values.

The Landing Distance Calculation
Landing information is almost non-existent in the POH/AOI for the CTSW. There is one
reference on page 27, CTSW AOI Rev 3, in section 6.1 “Takeoff and landing distances”
that says: “Landing distance over a 50 foot (15 m) obstacle: 967 feet”. (The only other
things we know are that the calm air recommended approach speed is 54 knots and Vso =
39 knots at 40 flaps, 42 knots at 30 flaps, 44 knots at 15 flaps.)
Landing data for the CTLS is available. While a quick look shows that the landing
distance for a CTSW does not match that of an CTLS at gross weight, the airplanes are
similar, so if we assume that the ratios for the landing distance to landing roll are roughly
the same, the CTLS ratio is 0.4. Using this yields a ground roll distance of 967 x 0.4 =
387 feet, which matches well with experience. (However, I have not verified this number
with Flight Design, so consider it only a “wag”.)
That said, there are some general assumptions we can make about various effects on
landing distance of density altitude. From “Aerodynamics for Naval Aviators” page 199,
we know that for every 1000 feet in density altitude increase the landing distance
increases roughly 3.2 percent. For a density altitude of 1000 feet, then, the landing
distance over a 50-foot obstacle would be 967 x 1.032 = 997 feet. Using a landing roll at
sea level rounded up to 400 feet, the landing roll distance would then be estimated at 400
x 1.032 = 413 feet. For a density altitude of 5000 feet, the landing distance over a 50 foot
obstacle would then be: 3.2 x 5 = 16% (density altitude increase); 967 x 1.16 = 1121 feet.
The landing roll would be 400 x 1.16 = 464 feet. For a density altitude of 10000 feet, the
density altitude increase would be 32% so that the landing distance due to density altitude
967 x 1.32 = 1276 feet. The landing roll for this case would be 400 x 1.32 = 528 feet. At
the airplane’s service ceiling of 14000 feet, the landing distance becomes: 3.2 x 14 =
44.8% so that 967 x 1.448 = 1400 feet. So, even if landing on a 2000-foot strip, we can

see that for high density altitudes up to the airplane’s service ceiling, the landing distance
is still manageable considering density altitude alone.
What happens if we include wind?
For this, we use the same wind effect chart we used for the takeoff portion. We will use
our calm wind approach speed of 54 knots for this example. (This speed is good for
using 15, 30, and 40 degrees of flaps.) Let’s start with a 10-knot headwind. The ratio of
wind to approach speed is 10/54 = .185 that we will round to .19. Looking at the chart,
the landing distance is decreased by about 35%. At sea level and on a standard day, then
the distance to land over a 50-foot obstacle will be 967 x .65 = 628 feet. The ground roll
would be .4 of that or 628 x .4 = 251 feet. But what if we have a 10 knots tailwind?
Then it looks like the landing distance will increase by 40%, so that the landing distance
over a 50-foot obstacle becomes 967 x 1.4 = 1354 feet. (Notice that’s slightly over twice
the distance of the 10-knot headwind. Also notice that wind has a much greater impact on
the CTSW’s landing performance than density altitude.)
How does gross weight affect landing performance? Its primary impact is to increase the
speed necessary to support the extra weight by a ratio equal to the square root of the ratio
of the weights. In general, a ten percent increase in weight will increase landing distance
by ten percent. But rather than mess with all that, we know that the landing data given by
the POH is at the airplane’s maximum gross weight. Assuming you don’t load the
airplane heavier than it’s gross (and you don’t do that, do you?), then using those
numbers as your baseline will be conservative since lighter loadings will result in a
decreased necessary landing distance and landing roll.
As to the effect of runway surface, most conditions (grass and mud, for instance) will
serve to decrease the landing roll. The one that won’t is the wet runway because of the
decreased braking action and the possibility of hydroplaning. There are no factors I can
give you to account for that’s and that’s a good reason to be cautious in those conditions.
Dynamic hydroplaning in the CTSW can occur at 46 knots with tires at their proper
pressure (29 psi).
So, now that we’ve talked about all the factors, let’s look at a complete landing
performance calculation.
Here’s the weather report for the landing:
KLVJ 292353Z AUTO 14007KT 10SM CLR 31/22 A2991 RMK AO2 SLP127
T03110222 10333 20267 56016
The altimeter setting is 29.91 and the temperature is 310 C or 880F. This yields a density
altitude of 1914 feet (with LVJ at 44 feet MSL). We’ll round this up to 2000 ft DA.
Using our thumb-rule for density altitude effects, the landing distance will be 3.2 x 2 =
6.4% increase so that: 967 x 1.064 = 1028 feet. The ground roll will be 387 x 1.064 =
412 feet. These numbers are now the landing distances with only density altitude effects
included.

The wind is 14007. Assuming that we are landing on runway 14, then we have a 7-knot
headwind. That makes the ratio of headwind to approach speed of 7/54 = .13. Using our
chart, we get that the landing distance decrease is approximately 22%. Therefore, the
landing distance is 1028 x .88 = 905 feet and the ground roll will be 412 x .88 = 363 feet.
This is slightly better than normal sea level performance on a standard day with no wind.
For all purposes, this answer is good enough. Could we tweak up our answer a little
better for KLVJ? What if you wanted to know how far the runway you’d touch down
after clearing the trees off the end of 14?
If I look in the Airport Facility Directory for Pearland Regional, I see this note: “ Rwy 14
25’ lgtd poles in trees 520 feet from thld.” So, assume that your 50-foot obstacle height
is at the tree line. Since the tree line is 520 feet from the threshold (and you cross 25 feet
above), then the distance to land from the threshold will be the total landing distance
(905ft) minus the distance of trees from the threshold (520) minus the ground roll (363ft)
to get the touchdown point from the threshold (22 feet). Of course, this assumes a steady
glide and that you don’t touch the power....
The last example goes beyond what you’d normally do when performing landing
calculations, but I included it to show that you needed to think about glide slope above
obstacles and what the implications of the numbers were. Normally, you’d calculate the
landing distance and ground roll and stop there; but don’t stop your thinking there. Find
out everything you can about the environment you’re flying in so you can avoid any
nasty or hurtful surprises.
Let’s also consider one other scenario. What happens if you need to land with flaps at
zero degrees? There really isn’t a recommended approach speed in this configuration.
While 60 knots is preferable, my experience is that 65 knots is more comfortable and is
the point where trim generally runs out in 547AW. So, assume the approach speed in this
configuration is 65 knots. The effect of approach speed is captured by the following
formula (from “Aerodynamics for Naval Aviators, p. 200): S2/S1 = (V2/V1)2 where S1 is
the “original” landing distance and V1 is the “original” landing speed and S2 and V2 are
the new parameters, respectively. Let’s use 65 knots as V2 and see what happens:
S2/S1= (65/54)2 = (1.204)2 = 1.45
Therefore, S2 = 1.45 S1. This says that an approach at 65 knots will increase landing
distance 45% over the distance needed at 54 knots. Using our sea level, gorss weight
numbers yields: 967 x 1.45 = 1402 feet for the distance over a 50 foot obstacle and an
estimate of 300 x 1.45 = 435 feet for the ground roll. So, approach speed has a rather
significant effect on landing distance. This indirectly shows the effect of the use of flaps,
i.e., using flaps and approaching at 54 knots will reduce landing distance and landing roll
by 45% or more.
If you were going to land with flaps zero routinely, then you’d start your landing
calculations with these bigger numbers and plug in the density altitude and wind effects
to come up with a final answer.

Be sure to practice a few takeoff and landing calculations using weather at places you’ve
been or would like to go. Because takeoff and landing performance is generally so good,
it’s easy to think you don’t have to worry much about the runway environment. But
that’s simply not true. Even though the manufacturer didn’t include much data with our
airplane, that doesn’t mean there’s nothing you should or can do to analyze its
performance on any given day. Don’t be one of those pilots who learn the hard way what
ASSUME can mean (ASS-U-ME).

